Brain Deaths and Donors in an Education and Research Hospital.
We aimed to define the causes of brain death (BD), criteria, and tests used for diagnosis, rates of family consent, and rates of organ donation in intensive care units (ICUs) of an education and research hospital. The data of patients with BD diagnosis in 7 years in our hospital was collected from an electronic database and archives retrospectively consisting of the demographic data, the causes of BD, criteria, and the tests used for diagnosis, family consent, and organ donation rates. A total of 210 patients with BD diagnosis were enrolled in the study. There was a decline in number of patients with BD diagnosis between 2012 (54.76%) and 2018 (17.64%) in the neurology and neurosurgery ICU, while it increased from 35.71% in 2012 to 70.6% in 2018 in the general ICU. The most common cause of hospitalization for BD was spontaneous intracranial hemorrhage (43.8%). A total of 47.6% of brain-dead patients who did not qualify for organ donation were resuscitated unnecessarily after cardiac death. In 2012, diagnosis was always supported by ancillary tests, while in 2018, a total of 35.29% of the patients were diagnosed solely by clinical examination; 23.8% of patients' families had given consent for organ donation, and 19.53% of 210 patients became donors. Physicians should be aware that patients with poor neurologic outcome can be candidates of BD donation, and careful examination and rapid diagnosis is crucial. All segments of society and the health care professionals should be informed and updated about organ donation and BD regularly to raise the numbers of organ donation.